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For matrices, the conjugate relation is A is a conjugate of a matrix B if there exists a matrix C such that AC=B. (0.2) I B. C = B . I . A . C . So, the inverse of a matrix A with respect to multiplication of matrices is just A itself. Also, two
matrices are said to be similar if there exists a matrix P such that A=-1PA (Dummit & Foote, 2004). Part II: Discrete Mathematics: Dedekind domains and abstract number theory: Chapter 2, Chapter 3 (specific topics: ideal lattices, prime
ideals, factorizations of ideals, Euclidean domains and polynomial rings). The remainder of chapters 2 and 3 is mostly review material, but from chapters 5 through 11. The first 4 chapters are on topology and covers the context for
several of the concrete mathematical examples. Much of this material (especially chapter 6) may be somewhat sophisticated, but relatively straightforward and useful, especially when viewing these topics from the algebraic perspective.
Abstract algebra is intended to be a course covering basic material from the basic groups through homological algebra. The material includes many important practical applications to mathematics (group theory, number theory,
analysis, approximation theory, etc.), but most importantly, is applicable to theoretical mathematics (group theory, analysis, algebraic geometry, commutative algebra, etc.).
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yes, learning a lot of category theory is an important part of doing abstract algebra. however, the first time you encounter the notion of functor, you will have to make the connection between a functor and a natural transformation. i
would say that you can't really learn the categorical approach until you understand set theory. if you are familiar with other branches of mathematics, you will learn a lot about abstract algebra from the perspective of category theory. if
not, you might want to review some category theory before starting. this video series is a good place to start. lang's book algebra, mentioned above, is an excellent read, but is also rather hard for students who are not used to working
hard to master material. dummit and foote, mentioned above, is a very good text for algebra students. but i feel that it has the disadvantage of being too informal and too easy. lang: i think lang is a great book, but it is probably hard to

follow and lecture notes would be more useful. you could try the course notes from a year ago on the wiki. i think aluffi's book is a good alternative. dummit and foote is fine (although dummit is more of a "sequence" book, not a
"course"), but it is very old and it tends to lack exercises. i know that the course notes on the wiki have exercises. alternatives: i have not read any textbooks from the prior 25 years, so i don't know if there are any good alternatives. to
some extent i am just recommending something that was a good course for me to take at this point in my career. for any course that covers the same material as in the last 25 years, you could probably just use the old course notes on

the wiki. i believe we have, at least for the current generation of math majors, an adequate understanding of linear algebra that would cover the first two chapters of lang's book. i believe we also have at least an adequate
understanding of commutative algebra. for phd students who haven't passed the algebra qr, if you want to emphasize abstract algebra, then i recommend math 420 (abstract linear algebra) or math 493-494. for most math majors i

recommend math 412 (abstract algebra). for undergraduates, i recommend either math 420 (abstract linear algebra) or math 412 (abstract algebra). 5ec8ef588b
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